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Abstract
This document discusses the key concepts, methods and signalling procedures that will be used to
control flow processing functionalities among CHANGE platforms deployed in different
administrative domains. The approach is generic and supports different signalling architectures (i.e.
centralized, distributed) and routing models (i.e. hop-by-hop, source-routing) in order to provide a
signalling mechanism that suits the project objectives in different deployment scenarios.
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This document can be of interest to anyone dealing with inter-platform signalling among flow
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Executive summary
This document describes the mechanisms that are required to support flow processing among different
platforms; its actual scope is stated in section 1, which provides a description of this document
focusing on its main objectives.
Section 2 focuses on the network concepts related to CHANGE signalling aspects, describing their
principal characteristics. This detailed description serves as a common basis for the following parts of
the document.
Section 3 provides a brief description of the required logical phases for the flow processing platform
setup.
Section 4 reports the key elements of the CHANGE signalling architecture, describing their main
features and functionalities.
Section 5 details the abstract messages exchanged between flow processing platforms belonging to the
same CHANGE domain. This section also contains the description of the message objects and the
various procedures that could be implemented by combining the aforementioned messages.
Finally, section 6 provides some lower level details.
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Definitions
This section lists the key definitions and concepts used across this document to identify/describe the
CHANGE system architecture.
Reference point. An architectural concept used to delineate a service boundary between two
management function blocks. In this document, a reference point is used to identify a service
demarcation point, i.e. it is a point where the service control is provided.
Interface. An interface represents the logical relationship between control plane entities and is defined
by the information flow between these entities. An interface is called abstract when its information
flow is described at high level without any detailed mapping into specific protocols. On the contrary,
an interface is called physical when the mapping of one or more abstract component interfaces into a
protocol is provided. Therefore, one or more abstract interfaces can be identified at a given reference
point, and these abstract interfaces eventually map into a protocol.
Service user-to-network interface (Service UNI). It is the demarcation point between the service
provider who will implement the service and the requesting user. It is a reference point and an abstract
interface, because it primarily includes high level information flows (i.e. protocol-independent
semantics) between the user and the service provider. This information is related to service
provisioning (including instantiation and automatic or on-demand modifications), status queries (a.k.a.
monitoring, on user demand or asynchronous), and termination phases.
Network-to-network interface (NNI). It is a reference point between functional entities either
internal to a service provider domain (or flow-processing capable AS) or external to it and towards
other service providers.
Internal network-to-network interface (Internal NNI). The NNI deployed between service provider
internal functionalities is called Internal NNI (I-NNI). In CHANGE, the I-NNI identifies the abstract
interface between flow processing platforms belonging to the same domain (or flow-processing
capable AS).
Inter-AS network-to-network interface (Inter-AS NNI). The NNI reference point between domains
(or flow-processing capable AS-es) is called Inter-AS NNI. Inter-AS NNI refers to the multi-domain
control functions (routing, signalling and maintenance) between two flow-processing capable AS-es.
Service identifier (SID). The Service Identifier is a globally unique identifier for a service, defined
within a service provider domain (the first handling the Service UNI request) once the service has
been instantiated. It is used to univocally refer to and act on the service in any subsequent phase
(monitoring, termination, modification, etc.). A service includes at least one flow. In case of flow
merging, a service may contain multiple flows.
Platform identifier (PID). The PID is a unique identifier for a flow-processing platform within a
service provider domain. The PID value is assigned by the administrative owner of the flowprocessing network/domain (e.g. the network operator or ISP) and becomes active once the platform
has been commissioned. The PID is used by the flow-processing control entities to univocally refer to
and control the referenced platform.
Source routing. Source routing refers to the specification – at the route initiator – of a detailed end-toend path for the forwarded data. The availability of a route overrides the normal hop-by-hop routing
decisions in network nodes (typically based on longest-match destination-based lookups in routing
tables), and requires specific knowledge of the network topology to be effective. Source routing can be
strict in case it consists of a fully detailed hop list, or loose in case of incomplete routes (either for
missing hops – i.e. sparse routes – or for not univocal hop identifications – e.g. hops indicating a
network instead of an interface). In CHANGE, source routing refers to the detailed identification at
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source platform (i.e. the platform initiating the flow-processing path) of the sequence of flowprocessing platforms related to the provisioning of the service.
Hop-by-hop routing. Hop-by-hop routing refers to the use of the standard longest-match destinationbased lookup in routing tables to determine the next hop for a packet to be forwarded. In CHANGE, a
further concept of ‘get the next-processing platform’ also exists to determine on a given platform the
next platform that will handle the flow.
Crankback: Crankback is a mechanism used to automatically initiate the resolution of a blocking
condition occurred at a given node or resource during the service reservation process along the path. If
crankback procedures are available, the service reservation is rolled back to upstream node(s), either
the intermediate ones or the head-end, to check for any alternative path towards the next hop (i.e. the
one beyond the failing resource) or even towards the final destination. In CHANGE, crankback could
be used in case of both source routing and in hop-by-hop deployment. In the first case, i.e. source
routing, crankback could be used to correct any inaccuracies of the pre-determined path decided at the
head-end platform (e.g. due to missing topology updates or changes in resources states occurred in the
meantime). In the latter case, i.e. hop-by-hop routing, crankback could allow for automated discovery
and configuration of alternative platforms besides the failing first entry in the routing table.
Abstract platform: An abstract platform is a group of platforms whose interconnection topology is
opaque to the ingress platform (of the flow signalled path). This concept, coupled with the strict/loose
routes specification, significantly enhances the flexibility of path definitions: in fact, it allows the
specification of an explicitly routed flow path as a sequence of physical and/or abstract platforms that
have to be “resolved” into physical ones during the signalling procedures. The signalling procedures
rely on “external” mechanisms to completely resolve each abstract platform as a set of one or more
fully specified physical platforms.

© CHANGE Consortium 2012
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1

Introduction

This document describes the CHANGE high level signalling architecture, introduces functional
elements and provides concepts that allow composing services among different platforms in a generic
way. The approach is generic to support different signalling architectures (i.e. centralized, distributed)
and routing models (i.e. hop-by-hop, source-routing) in order to provide an easily extendable
mechanism that suits the project objectives in different deployment scenarios.
The delineated architecture identifies three different interfaces: the Service-UNI where services are
requested by users, the Internal-NNI where platforms talk to each other in order to manage multiplatform flow processing and finally the Inter-AS NNI where different Autonomous Systems transfer
their control information in order to provide mechanisms to setup end-to-end services which span
multiple administrative domains.
While the specification of the CHANGE network architecture is not the core focus of this document,
the key network concepts are presented to better frame the inter-platform signalling protocol and
mechanisms. The description presented introduces modular additions to the CHANGE platform
architecture described in previous deliverables (D2.4 and D3.2 in particular); this modularity allows
flexible integration and incremental development. All the functional modules and components (i.e. the
signalling daemon, inter-process communication, utilities, etc.) will converge into a common software
package, which will implement the inter-platform signalling in the final network architecture.
This document refers to CHANGE architectural and functional concepts without explaining them in
depth. Further architectural details are provided by specific documents delivered by WP2 (D2.4), WP3
(D3.1) and WP4 (D4.1 and D4.3). Details that go beyond the provided specifications will derive from
the completion of the development activities and the release of the implementation prototypes. This
document is intended as a basic general reference that will integrate the architectural documents
(D2.4) and provide some descriptions of the prototypes that will be delivered by WP4. Further details
will be provided by the planned prototype deliverables, D4.4 and D4.5.
The CHANGE Network Architecture will be developed further in the next months and integration and
testing activities might warrant changes and introduce upgrades. In case the specification evolves in a
way that there are significant changes to the extent that the content of this deliverable is not valid any
longer, this could warrant issuing a new version of this document.
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2

Network concepts

This section focuses on the network concepts related to CHANGE signalling aspects, describing their
principal characteristics.

2.1

Platform Identifier

The platform is the core element in the CHANGE architecture and it is responsible for the flow
processing. Each service instantiation may require the configuration of one or more platforms
according to the type of service, its features and the available resources on each involved platform.
The overall end-to-end service may be composed of many service slices performed by one or more
Processing Modules (PM). Since this service composition could involve more platforms, a mechanism
to univocally identify each platform is required so that each service slice can be unambiguously
associated to a unique platform. This unique identifier is called Platform Identifier (PID).
The PID is a domain-local identifier and should be assigned to each platform by the CHANGE domain
administrator during the platform commissioning phase. Details on this procedure are provided in
section 3.1.

2.2

Signalling
Interfaces

Adjacencies,

Control

Channels

and

Control

Each platform must have at least one control plane addressable interface to allow the signalling
messages exchange with other CHANGE platforms and control entities. These network interfaces are
called Control Interfaces (CINTF).
To enable signalling communication between two platforms, there must be at least a pair of CINTFs
that are mutually reachable, i.e. a signalling adjacency must exist. By definition, two platforms have a
signalling adjacency if they (directly) exchange signalling messages; the signalling messages will flow
through a specific Control Channel (CC) that binds the two CINTFs on the respective platforms. A
signalling adjacency exists if at least one CC exists between the two platforms.
The mutual interface reachability requirement does not imply that the two CINTFs are directly
connected (i.e. a network could exist between them). The CCs between two adjacent platforms are not
required to use the same physical medium as the data links between those platforms (e.g. a control
channel could use Ethernet link, an IP tunnel routed over a separate management network, or a multihop IP network). Some consequences of allowing the CCs between two nodes to be logically or
physically diverse from the associated data links are:
the links over which the control messages are sent and/or received may not be the same links
over which the data packets flow
the health of a control channel is not necessarily correlated to the health of the data links, and
vice-versa
Signalling adjacencies can be statically configured or automatically established. In the former case, the
authority managing the CHANGE platforms configures each platform adjacencies during the platform
commissioning phase (sec. 3.1). In the latter case, the discovery procedures defined in [3] and [4] or
specially crafted IGP advertisements (e.g. OSPF Opaque LSAs, [6]) could be used for “neighbour”
discovery and adjacencies establishment).
Note that signalling adjacencies may be established between platforms and other control entities (e.g.
CHANGE platform clients, domain management entities, etc.) in order to instantiate signalling
procedures even between non-homogeneous entities (i.e. between a platform and a CHANGE domain
entity).

© CHANGE Consortium 2012
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The relationship among Control Channels, Control Interfaces and platforms is depicted in the
following figure:

Figure 2-1 Control Channels and Control Interfaces between platforms
In order to ensure the Control Channel operations, two adjacent entities could exchange periodical
refresh messages (e.g. keep-alive procedures). In case no refresh message is received within a timeout,
the CC should be considered failed and the adjacency establishment procedure restarted in order to
restore the CC to its operative state.
Control Channels security requirements could broadly vary depending on the deployment model. In
this deliverable, secure CC are obtained by using IPsec tunnels. However, some aspects/issues
introduced by IPsec are reported in the following table:

Maximum
Transmission
(MTU)

IPsec tunnel mode introduces overhead to the IP packets that encapsulates,
Unit decreasing the path MTU seen by packets traversing the tunnel. This may
also decreases the maximum segment size of TCP connections running
over the tunnel

Address assignment In IPsec tunnel mode, it is necessary to configure inner/outer source
and configuration
addresses and to discover inner/outer destination address while within
transport mode it is only necessary to discover a single destination address
and configure a single source address
NAT traversal
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IPsec tunnel mode Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) can traverse
NAT in limited circumstances, whereas transport mode ESP cannot
traverse NAT. In order to enable NAT traversal in the general case, the
IPsec NAT traversal functionalities described in RFC3715 ([27]),
RFC3947 ([34]) and RFC3948 ([35]) can be implemented
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Firewall traversal

The signalling messages may have to traverse a firewall and the firewall
administrator may desire to inspect the transiting packets. IPsec tunnel
mode lends to such verification, since the firewall can terminate the tunnel
mode connection while allowing the endpoints to communicate end-to-end.
The endpoints may additionally utilize IPsec transport mode for end-to-end
security, so that they can also verify authenticity and integrity of each
packet for themselves. Carrying out this verification with IPsec transport
mode is more complex, since the firewall must terminate the IPsec
transport mode connection and act as a gateway/proxy, originating a new
IPsec transport mode connection from the firewall to the internal endpoint.
Such implementation cannot provide end-to-end authenticity or integrity
protection.

Table 1 IPsec deployment considerations for secure Control Channels

2.3

Flow direction

A flow is mono-directional, directed from an upstream platform to downstream as depicted in the
following figure.

Monodirectional:
A à PID1 àB
Platform
PID1

A

B

Bidirectional:
A àPID1àB + B àPID1àA
Figure 2-2 Mono and bidirectional flows
On the contrary, a bi-directional flow is directed both upstream to downstream and downstream to
upstream. In general, a bi-directional flow is processed by the same platforms on both directions and
should be imagined as a composition of two different mono-directional. In case a bidirectional flow
routes the two directions along different paths, it is called asymmetric. Asymmetric bidirectional flows
are not considered in this deliverable and signalling specification.

2.4

Flow identification

A flow that originates, ends or traverses a network needs to be univocally identified for control and
management purposes. In particular, there are three correlated concepts which refer to the flow:
the flow instantiation at the data plane, which in CHANGE consists of a filtering tuple
(bitmask) including some key identifiers like IP addresses, ports, protocols, etc. ([2])
the logical association at a given platform of the flow instantiation at ingress (fid-in) with that
at egress (fid-out)
the service flow which is the end-to-end service association of platforms and resources
instantiated onto them to implement the specific service
© CHANGE Consortium 2012
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Making a parallel with the MPLS architecture [12], the flow filter in the data plane corresponds to the
MPLS label, i.e. the identifier of a forwarding treatment for a class of IP packets (called Forwarding
Equivalence Class, FEC). The association fid-in/fid-out corresponds to the association between the
input label/port and the output label/port for label swapping, merging, etc. (i.e. the association between
an entry in the Incoming Label Mapping table and corresponding one in the Next Hop Label
Forwarding Entry table). Finally, the service flow corresponds to the Label Switched Path, i.e. the
sequence of nodes (platforms) applying labels (flow filters) along the path from the head-end to the
far-end node to implement a specific forwarding behaviour.
Focusing on the service flow, a naming scheme that allows to unambiguously identify flows even
across domain boundaries is needed. This service identifier (SID) is a globally unique identifier for the
flow-processing service, and it is used to univocally refer to and act on the service in any subsequent
phase (monitoring, termination, modification, etc.). The Flow SID is defined within a service provider
domain (the first handling the service request in case of multiple domains) and exists once the service
has been instantiated.
By composing the aforementioned three relationships (i.e. flow ID, associations of flow IDs in a
platform and service flow), it is possible to control the overall flow walking a platform from the
ingress port to the egress one (port-in → fid-in → processing → fid-out → port-out) with any potential
action (e.g. flow forwarding, merging and splitting). By composing these relationships end-to-end it
should be possible to “walk” the E2E service processing path.
It is worth noting that the three aforementioned concepts (service flow, flow ID and associations of
flow IDs in a platform) are all needed for a full control of the end-to-end service. For example, in the
particular case of flow merging at a given platform, the action would be not-revertible at any other
point of the network (e.g. flow splitting) in case a “supervising and containing” service concept is
missing: in fact, after the merging of two bitmasks (flow IDs) it would not be possible to revert to
original components unless additional information (at the service flow level) are available.
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Figure 2-3 Service flow, per platform flow identifiers and their associations

2.5

Flow routing

Two routing approaches could be used to compute and establish the flow processing path for the
requested service in the CHANGE domain(s): source-routing and hop-by-hop routing. The following
sections describe both approaches and their main advantages and disadvantages.

2.5.1

Source routing

There are two types of source routing approaches: strict and loose. Strict source routing consists of a
fully detailed hop list, while loose source routing refers to incomplete routes either for missing hops
(i.e. sparse routes) or for not univocal hop identifications (e.g. hops indicating a network instead of an
interface).
In CHANGE, source routing is scoped to the detailed identification at source platform (i.e. the
platform initiating the flow-processing path) of the sequence of flow-processing platforms related to
the provisioning of the service. This flow path is directly related to the Flow Processing Route
described in sec. 0. The Flow Processing Route allows to specify the route and the processing actions
on a per-platform basis (ref. Figure 2-4).
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Figure 2-4 Flow Processing Route in strict source routing case
In the strict source routing, the Flow Processing Route identifies the exact path that the flow must take
indicating all the involved hops from the source to the destination of the flow. For this case, a
complete knowledge of the flow processing topology is required and consequently the solution can be
primarily applied to single-domain/AS flow processing networks. In fact, there could exist restricted
policies for exporting the (flow-processing) topology towards other AS-es, due to privacy and/or
scalability issues of the resource advertisement process.
On the contrary, the loose source routing solution could better fit the inter-domain/AS flow processing
deployment, as sparse routes or generic AS reachability indications could be used to determine the
preferential path with fixed ingress and egress points in each domain. Each domain will later
determine the exact internal route and complete the Flow Processing Route by attaching the missing
hops.
One of the main advantages of source routing is the existence, by definition, of a single path
composition point. This single entity, upon receiving the service description in terms of number of
Processing Modules and their features (i.e. PM type, CPU and memory required, etc.), determines the
flow composition according to the available and required PMs in the domain. The presence of a single
path composition point eases the application of flow/traffic engineering policies in computation and
composition, as there is a single (per-domain) topology view and a single (per-domain) performer.
Moreover, the computation of optimal routes is also eased by this approach, above all in the singledomain/AS case.
The main disadvantage of the source routing solution is that the single point for service/path
composition and routing must have a detailed flow-processing network topology (platforms, links,
nodes, routers, etc.), in order to localize each platform and allocate the proper service parts on them.

2.5.2

Hop-by-hop routing

Hop-by-hop routing refers to the use of the standard longest-match destination-based lookup in routing
tables to determine the next hop for a packet to be forwarded. In CHANGE, a further concept of ‘get
the next-processing platform’ also exists to determine on a given platform the next platform that will
handle the flow. Mechanisms for retrieving/discovering the next platform are specified in D4.1.
With a hop-by-hop routing approach among flow processing platforms, there is no need to know the
details of the flow-processing network topology beforehand and this is the key advantage of this
solution.
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However, there are many disadvantages that could advise against the choice of this approach.
At first, it is hard to obtain the optimum end-to-end path for the service that optimizes the utilization
of flow-processing resources, because the routing decision is performed locally at each mode/platform,
based on local data/preferences and with no end-to-end visibility.
Another disadvantage is the potential need for at least two signalling phases: one to discover the
platforms end-to-end, and another one to actually setup the requested service. Since the network status
and routing could change during these two phases, the discovered path could no longer be valid and
crankback procedures might be needed to further discover feasible detours in the network. Obviously,
the use of multiple signalling tiers and – potentially – of crankback have an impact on the service
setup times, as well as on the service availability (i.e. the stability of the service along the time).
In the hop-by-hop routing it is not possible to apply effective flow/traffic engineering policies for
platform and network resource allocation, e.g. taking into account different metrics for a joint end-toend optimization. Moreover, any potential re-optimization of the installed service is
complicated/hindered by the default choice of the Shortest Path First (SPF) routes in the routing tables.
Another disadvantage of the hop-by-hop solution is that the platform discovery cannot easily include
and support service specific constraints (e.g. search for a platform with available resources for CPU,
storage, etc., and capable of implementing a given service like a firewall). This implies that the
discovery process should be done in two phases: at first the potential platforms are localized (just node
discovery), then the support for the specific resources/services should be queried to each potential
candidate. In order to prevent and/or avoid resource contention in case multiple concurrent service
setup requests over the same platform/resource, a timer-based per-request lock on resources might
need to be adopted.

2.5.3

Summary considerations and architectural choice

The following tables summarizes the main pros and cons of the two possible routing approaches
applicable to CHANGE:
PROs



Only a single path composition point
where the End-To-End (E2E) path is
“computed” and engineered



The computation of the “optimum”
path for the flow is possible, and adhoc (engineering) policies can be
applied



The flow optimization is independent
of the underlying network routing and
preferred best routes, i.e. the flow
routing can choose paths other than
the SPF routes

Source
routing
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CONs


Need to know the network topology
(prefixes reachability at least), but also
platforms localization,
capabilities/states/resource availabilities



In case of automatic discovery of
platforms and their capabilities (i.e. a
platform is configured by itself and is not
commissioned by the domain manager) a
mechanism for pushing/announcing
platform information to the Domain
Manager is needed.



May need to setup tunnelling between
service-adjacent platforms, to guarantee
the path stability in case of changes in
network routing.



IGPs convergence issues may impact on
service setup (above all in case of
distributed signalling architecture)
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PROs

Hop-byhop
routing



CONs


Need for a platform discovery process
that can include and support the service
specific constraints (e.g. a platform with
available resources for CPU, storage,
etc., and capable of implementing a
firewall). This discovery process could
be done in two phases: at first the
potential platforms are localized (just
node discovery), then the support for the
specific resources/services is queried
from each potential candidate



Need of (at least) two phases in
signalling: the first for the platform E2E
routing, the second to actually setup the
service and reserve resources



With the two phases signalling
mentioned above, crankback procedures
might be needed (with subsequent
increase in service setup time) as the
network routing could change in the
meanwhile and influence the platforms
path previously discovered



Need for a timer based per-request lock
on resources to prevent/avoid contention
and automatic releases in case of end-toend setup failures



No flow engineering policies are possible
for network and platform resources



The end-to-end path computation may be
far from the optimal path, with
subsequent waste of resources



IGPs convergence issues may impact on
service setup

No flow processing topology
information is needed beforehand

Table 2 Comparison of source routing vs. hop-by-hop routing for CHANGE
The choice to be adopted in CHANGE for prototypes development and validation is for the sourcerouted based approach since it allows the most complete assessment of the project concepts and use-
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cases. However this choice is not a constraint for the proposed signalling architecture which remains
flexible enough to implement the models described in sec. 2.8.
The signalling architecture and its planned implementation makes clear distinction between the
signalling and routing functionalities by adopting the mechanisms described in sec. 2.7. This
guarantees a flexible replacement of the routing approach thus allowing the use of source or hop-byhop routing depending on network administration policies.

2.6

Flow Processing Route

The configuration of a service flow into a flow-processing domain implies different actions:
at the service layer, the proper PMs for each platform need to be instantiated and configured
to implement a specific service (e.g. filtering, monitoring, etc.). In each platform, many PMs
could be instantiated and chained to implement a service part.
at the platform data plane, the flows need to be configured on the platform’s OpenFlow (OF)
switch in order to enable the proper classification and forwarding rules for the traffic. There
are at least two flows to configure: one for packets coming in from input port towards the PM
(the first in the chain in case of multiple PMs deployed), one from the PM (the last in the
chain) towards the platform output port.
at the network control plane, the mechanisms to perform the proper flow attraction and
tunnelling (ref. [3]) need to be configured, to divert the IP traffic related to that flow towards
the first processing platform, and subsequently to guarantee the routing of the flow traffic
along the chain of platforms configured.
The network control/management plane also coordinates all these actions through control plane
entities.
The provisioning of a service flow is the result of a composition of different processing actions on
different planes/layers. A generic mechanism to describe the network, the flow application and interplatform actions for signalling purposes may consist of describing the service flow in the form of a
Flow Processing Route (FPR), which is a list of objects as described in the following:

<Flow Processing Route> ::= ( <FPRO> | <Flow Processing Route> <FPRO> )
<FPRO> ::= <PID> <SID> <PROCESSING_ACTION_LIST> …

With:
PID (Platform Identifier) is the unique identifier for a flow-processing platform within a
service provider domain
SID (Service Identifier) is the globally unique identifier for this flow service
PROCESSING_ACTION_LIST is a list of processing actions to be performed for the specific
service flow on the platform. Actions refer to configurations that may be implemented at data
plane (OpenFlow switch), service plane (Processing Modules) or control plane (BGP/DNS for
flow attraction, tunnelling etc.)
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The Flow Processing Route encapsulates a concatenation of hops (FPR objects, FPRO) which
constitutes an explicitly routed path. Using the FPR, the paths taken by flows can be administratively
pre-determined or automatically computed by a decision entity.
As previously discussed, one useful application of explicit routing is traffic engineering. Using
explicitly routed paths, an ingress platform can control the path through which traffic traverses from
itself to an egress platform. Explicit routing can be used to optimize the resources utilization taking
into consideration the current network state and enhance traffic oriented performance characteristics.
It is worth pointing out that the concept of explicitly routed flow paths could be generalized through
the notion of abstract “nodes”, a group of nodes whose internal topology is opaque to the ingress
platform. Using this abstraction, an explicitly routed path could be specified as a sequence of
platforms or Autonomous Systems. The signalling model described in the following chapters supports
the specification of an explicit path as a sequence of strict and loose routes. The combination of
abstract nodes, strict and loose routes could significantly enhance the flexibility of path definitions
(e.g. including or excluding particular AS-es in the end-to-end path-computation). In that case, the
same considerations expressed in RFC3209 ([25]) could be applied.

2.7

Flow routing and FPR completion

The CHANGE network architecture and its signalling mechanisms can flexibly mix and implement
aspects/features of the routing solutions described in sec. 2.5: the routing approach to be deployed may
depend on the network topology information, the platforms resources availability, the policies
implemented along the domains involved in the overall E2E path, etc., and impacts just on the
configuration of the functional modules of the architecture.
In the FPR context the term “routing” should be considered at large because it involves both platforms
and flow processing actions: in the end-user service request some, if not all, platforms might be
missing and their subsequent resolution and composition within the CHANGE domain could imply the
injection of additional actions to adapt the service into the network (e.g. “tunneling” operations might
be missing and should be added). The end-to-end flow path may be imagined as sliced into a set of
strictly and/or loosely routed platforms and flow processing actions. After the resolution and
composition, the final FPR deployed in the network will also include the missing (and resolved)
platforms or the missing (and resolved) actions to their corresponding platforms.
The signalling procedures delegate these completion and resolution operations to a “routing helper”
functional entity which should solve both the network routing and the flow processing action
determination problems jointly. The helper may resolve a single hop away from the request originator
(i.g.: a platform or another domain entity, depending on the various deployment choices), transforming
the source routed approach into an hop-by-hop one.
As a matter of completeness, the following sections list all the key FPR resolution/completion cases.
The nomenclature used for the FPR description along the sections is:
( (P1, (a1, … , ak), … , (Pn, (a1, …, a m) )
With:
Pi as a platform. Pi = ‘?’ indicates a missing platform while Pi = ‘Xi’ an abstract platform
ai as a flow processing action

2.7.1

Strict and exact FPR

In the “strict and exact” case no completion and/or resolution operations have to be performed because
the FPR is complete in all its parts. No modifications will occur during signalling, e.g.:
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Figure 2-5 Strict and exact FPR
FPR = ( (A, (a1, a2)), (B, (a3, a4)), (C, (a5, a6)), (D, (a7, a8)) )

2.7.2

Strict and sparse FPR

In the “strict and sparse” case the FPR requires both platform(s) and flow processing action(s)
completion, e.g.:

Figure 2-6 Initial strict and sparse FPR
Initial FPR: ( (A, (a1, a2)), (B, (a3)), (C, (a6)), (?, (a7, a8)) )
Operations involved:
o

Complete flow processing on platform B à add action a4

o

Complete flow processing on platform C à add action a5

o

Allocate flow processing actions a7 and a8 on a platform à allocate a7 and a8 on
platform D

Final FPR: ( (A, (a1, a2)), (B, (a3, a4)), (C, (a5, a6)), (D, (a7, a8)) )

Figure 2-7 Final strict and sparse FPR

2.7.3

Loose and exact FPR

In the “loose and exact” case the FPR requires the resolution of the abstract platform(s), e.g.:

Figure 2-8 Initial loose and exact FPR
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Initial FPR: ( (A, (a1, a2)), (X, (a3, a4, a5, a6)), (D, (a7, a8)) )
Operations involved:
o

Resolve the abstract platform X where a3, a4, a5 and a6 could be implemented:
à Allocate flow processing action a3 and a4 on platform B
à Allocate flow processing actions a5 and a6 on platform C

Final FPR: ( (A, (a1, a2)), (B, (a3, a4)), (C, (a5, a6)), (D, (a7, a8)) )

Figure 2-9 Final loose and exact FPR

2.7.4

Loose and sparse FPR

In the “loose and sparse” case the FPR requires both the resolution of the abstract platform(s) and the
completion of the missing flow processing action(s), e.g.:

Figure 2-10 Initial loose and sparse FPR
Initial FPR: ( (A, (a1)), (X, (a4, a5)), (D, (a8)) )
Operation involved:
o

Complete flow processing on platform A à add action a2

o

Resolve the abstract platform X where a4 and a5 could be implemented:
à Allocate flow processing action (new) a3 and a4 on platform B
à Allocate flow processing actions a5 and (new) a6 on platform C

o

Complete flow processing on platform D à add action a7

Final FPR: ( (A, (a1, a2)), (B, (a3, a4)), (C, (a5, a6)), (D, (a7, a8)) )

Figure 2-11 Final loose and sparse FPR

2.8

Signalling models

The network control/management plane architecture, and the signalling control part in particular, can
be deployed either in a centralized or distributed model. In general, both the distributed and
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centralized models provide the same functionalities for signalling coordination, flow
composition/routing and resource configuration. Both models can be applied in CHANGE with the
considerations provided in the following sections.

2.8.1

Centralized model

In the centralized signalling architecture model a single coordination entity called Domain Manager,
communicates with each involved platform to negotiate and then activate the implementation of the
respective service part. A schematic description of the signalling sequence flow for this model is
depicted in Figure 2-12, with a downstream on-demand reservation approach, i.e. with resources
reserved from the tail end of the flow processing path up to the head end, and signalling triggered
through an external service request by a user or management entity. The downstream reservation
approach w.r.t. the upstream one (i.e. with form head-end down to tail-end) would allow to minimize
any need for service/configuration rollbacks due to potential state changes in the routing or resource
availability.
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2
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Figure 2-12 The centralized signalling model
In the centralized scenario the signalling coordination and the flow routing is uniquely instantiated in
the Domain Manager, and the platform solely actuates the resource configuration and monitoring
tasks. There is a just a point-to-point reservation instance between the Domain Manager and each
involved platform for actuating specific flow configuration parts. The Domain Manager is the unique
architecture element in which the routing information about network and platforms (e.g. capabilities,
states, availabilities, etc.) need to be conveyed, therefore it is the unique element in which the Flow
Processing Route exists and is used. Moreover, due to the availability of a centralized entity it is
possible to bundle many service requests (incoming requests and/or just installed services) for a joint
optimization and re-planning, thus overcoming the ‘first come first serve’ paradigm that can cause
excessive resource consumption and worst (i.e. higher) service blocking probabilities.
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2.8.2

Distributed model

In the distributed model the platforms communicate each other along the flow processing path to
implement both the overall service flow provisioning and the platform-specific configurations for the
network part and the service part (i.e. Processing Modules). A schematic description of the signalling
flow always in downstream on demand mode is depicted in Figure 2-13.
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Figure 2-13 The distributed signalling model
In the distributed model all the aforementioned functionalities are spread across all the platforms, and
these ones operate in peering mode for the provisioning and maintenance of the shared flow
processing reservation instance. Mechanisms for resolving routing tasks locally in each platform need
to be guaranteed both for the network and the flows (i.e. including platform information). Similarly,
procedures for processing and forwarding the Flow Processing Route among platforms are needed.

2.9

Flow merging

In some cases there may be the need to merge two or more flows at a given platform. As depicted in
the Figure 2-14, PID1 acts as a traffic collector and merges flows originated by both SRC1 and SRC2.
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Figure 2-14 Flow merging example
From the platform perspective (ref. Figure 2-15), the two merged flows may be identified by two
different ingress flow names (fid-in 1 and fid-in 2) and will be processed together by one or more
processing modules in the platform. The filtered traffic will be sent back to the OF switch port (e.g.
port3 in the Figure 2-15) and then finally redirected to the egress port (e.g. port out). The two merged
flows become indistinguishable from the egress downwards because they share the same output flow
name (i.e. fid-out 3).

Figure 2-15 Flow merging from platform’s perspective

The merging operation performed by the first platform could be non-revertible at any other
downstream platforms (e.g. the platform PID2) if no global service concept and additional information
are considered and maintained.

2.10

Flow splitting

D3.1 [2] describes the flow splitting from platform’s point of view, underlying that the load balancing
algorithm could request the traffic splitting across a set of Module Hosts (MH) in order to distribute
the network and processing load over more PMs. In that case, the splitting is an internal platform
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procedure that does not modify the flow sent to the output port because the split processed flows are
merged before sending to the output port of the OF switch, as depicted in the following figure:

switch
Module
Host A
Module
Host B
Module
Host C

Figure 2-16 Internal platform splitting

For the signalling scopes, this “internal” traffic splitting is a transparent/opaque procedure. The case
that must be taken into account is where the ingress flow is split in two or more egress flows, as
depicted in the following figure:

Platform
PID2

R2

fid-out 2
fid-in 1

SRC1

R1

DST

Platform
PID1
fid-out 3

Platform
PID3

R3

Figure 2-17 Example of flow splitting
From platform’s perspective (ref. Figure 2-17), the ingress flow will be identified by one flow
identifier (fid-in 1) and could be processed by one or more PMs in the platform. The filtered traffic
will be split in two different flows and redirected to two different output ports (port2 and port3):
therefore the two flows could be identified by the different flow identifiers (e.g. fid-out 2 and fid-out
3).
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Figure 2-18 Flow splitting from platform’s perspective
As for the merging operation described in 2.9, the split operation performed by the first platform could
be non-revertible at any other downstream platforms (e.g. the platform PID2) if no global service
concept and additional information are considered and maintained.

2.11

Group/local optimization

An end-to-end service could be processed by one or more Processing Modules spanning different
platforms. The mechanisms and algorithms used to compose the overall end-to-end service should
ensure an optimum usage of the network and platforms resources in order to avoid that some platforms
or network links are over-loaded while others are underutilized. The CHANGE architecture should
ensure the optimization of the available resources avoiding that the computed end-to-end path is loopfree.
To guarantee this requirement, the service/flow composition and allocation entities should use the
network topology, the capabilities and available resources on each platform (in terms of number of
PMs, CPU, memory, etc.). This information should be processed with flow/traffic engineering
policies, ensuring the global resources optimization.
In order to guarantee the platform local optimization, two algorithms that ensure the platform
resources optimization are described in D3.1 [2]. The first is the resource allocation algorithm that,
upon receiving an allocation request, determines the Module Hosts (MHs) and Processing Modules
allocations and the relative communication paths between the elements, in order to satisfy the
constraints over the, network delays and the server and links capacities. The second algorithm allows
to reduce the load on an over-loaded PM by load balancing the traffic across a set of module hosts
belonging to the same platform. Hence, using these algorithms, the platform internally determines
which MHs must be used and the overall internal communication path from the ingress (one of ingress
parameter of the resource allocation algorithm) to the egress point.
Therefore, the inter-platform signalling messages must contain only the information required to
execute the algorithm (i.e. the low-level description of the service and the platform ingress point)
without any information about a specific Module Host.
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2.12

Network reference points and interfaces

Three reference points exist in a CHANGE domain: The Service UNI, the Internal NNI and the InterAS NNI.
The Service UNI is a functional demarcation point that separates the flow service provider, who will
eventually implement the flow processing service, from the requesting user (being it an ISP internal
management entity or even an external end-user client; the choice depends on the requested service
and the openness level of the CHANGE domain towards external actors). The Service UNI is a
reference point and an abstract interface, because it primarily includes high level information flows
(i.e. protocol-independent semantics) between the user and the service provider.
The Internal network-to-network interface (Internal NNI or I-NNI) is the NNI deployed between
service provider internal functionalities. In CHANGE, the I-NNI identifies the abstract interface
between flow processing platforms belonging to the same domain (or flow-processing capable AS).
The Inter-AS network-to-network interface (Inter-AS NNI) is the NNI reference point between two
domains and refers to the multi-domain control functions (routing, signalling and maintenance).
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Figure 2-19 CHANGE network reference points
In CHANGE, platforms do not propagate inter-domain signalling messages directly through this
interface but proxy them to a Service Broker (see sec. 4.2.5) which performs additional processing:
some contents of those messages could be masqueraded/filtered by the Service Broker, according to
policies and/or agreement between the involved domains. It is worth noting that the messages contents
exchanged through the Inter-AS NNI may have the same format as in the Internal-NNI signalling.
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3

Platform setup concepts

From the network management point of view the platform setup process could be logically
summarized as the ordered sequence of the following phases:
1. Platform commissioning
2. Processing modules provisioning
3. Processing modules configuration
This sequence spans the platform entire lifetime, from the bare-bone hardware and software to the
Flowstream platform hosting a set of processing modules running one or more flow processing
applications. The processing modules provisioning and configuration phases are logically
distinguished in order to allow fine grained operation and control.
The processing modules “shutdown” process is the counterpart of the setup one: the provisioned
modules should be un-provisioned to release their resources. When all the processing modules hosted
in a platform are un-provisioned, the platform can be re-commissioned again.

3.1

Platform commissioning

In the commissioning phase, the bare-bone platform has to be configured and there are no PMs
running applications. The commissioning phase has to be performed by the platform management
authority (e.g. the ISP, the platform owner, etc.) who configures the following parameters:
The Platform Identifier [mandatory]
One or more Control Interfaces [mandatory]
Static signalling adjacencies [optional]
Control plane related proxies an brokers1 [optional]
At the end of the commissioning phase the platform is ready to be provisioned with one or more
processing modules.

3.2

Processing modules provisioning

In the provisioning phase the network management (or the platform itself upon signalling request)
“installs” a set of processing modules images. Each PM image contains all the information required to
run its flow processing application (i.e. code and data).
From the processing module image type it should be possible to infer the filtering class2 (e.g. from a
file description contained in the image or a particular tag in the image itself) that should be used for
the admission control of all the processing requests.
From the signalling perspective, the processing modules provisioning could be activated during the
flow processing setup; if during that phase the processing modules the flow signalling refers to not
ready, the platform could start provisioning them. In that case the service signalling must wait until all

1

E.g. a Service-UNI proxy, the Attraction Manager, Tunnel Broker etc. as described in chapter 4

2

The filtering class described in [1]: ReadOnly (RO), Filter (F), ReRoute (RR) Redirect (RD), Modify (M) or
Originate (O)
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the required PMs provisioning completes. This procedure may take a long time and the flow
processing setup will be in charge of handling such timeouts.
At the end of the provisioning phase the involved set of processing modules are ready to be
configured.

3.3

Processing modules configuration

The management functions, by direct intervention (e.g. via the platform external interface described in
[2]) or through the signalling functionalities (i.e. the I-NNI), instantiate a set of processing modules
with their specific flow processing configuration (e.g. the filtering rules for a Firewall PM).
At the end of the configuration phase, the involved processing modules run the flow processing
application.
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4

High level signalling architecture

4.1

Introduction

The overall flow processing signalling refers to the interactions and procedures occurring for the
provisioning of a service across the CHANGE reference points and interfaces. Three principal
reference points are defined in CHANGE: the Service-UNI, the Internal-NNI and the Inter-AS NNI. In
the full featured E2E flow signalling, all of them are involved to activate the flow processing
operations.
The high level behaviours at the different reference points are briefly described in the following
paragraphs to summarize the main activities and E2E interactions. This description allows to better
frame the description and breakdown of the functional entities that will implement the CHANGE
signalling architecture.
At the Service-UNI, the provisioning request originated from a CHANGE end-user could be expressed
in a protocol independent high-level description, in order to abstract them from the underlying
implementation. The information transferred between the CHANGE client and the first ISP must
contain enough details to implement the service (e.g. the client flow description, the involved endpoint(s), the requested service, etc.). For example, a service like: “a NetFlow v9 traffic originating
from host A has to be counted both in its IPv4 packets and NetFlow records, and finally must be
diverted to host C before reaching its final destination host B” could be expressed as follows:
(define-end-point SRC (ip-addr(A),
ip-addr(B),
ip-proto(UDP),
udp-src-port(2055),
udp-dest-port(9555),
udp-pdu-field16(offset(0), value(0x0009)))

3

(define-end-point DST1 (ip-addr(B))
(define-end-point DST2 (ip-addr(C))
(service-setup (SRC (apply-action count-ip-packets)
(apply-action count-netflow-records)
(apply-action divert-to(DST2))
DST1))

In the CHANGE domain, this high-level description will be transformed in an intermediate
representation that could be easily used to control the domain entities involved in the service
provisioning. These control plane “actors” have to build the FPR that will carry the service
provisioning information across the domain platforms. The FPR might be the result of a service and/or
platform composition and completion as described in sec. 2.12, depending on the selected deployment
mode. As previously described the FPR could be loose and therefore needs to be resolved, platformby-platform, while travelling towards the destination end-point.

3

The NetFlow v9 protocol may use an UDP transport. The protocol version is located in the first two bytes of
the PDU, for NetFlow v9 it must be equal to 0x0009.
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Further actions have to be performed by the domain entities aside the PM instantiations into all the
platforms involved in the service, e.g. traffic might be attracted as well as redirected. These actions
might be non complementary and in any case need to be signalled during the initial setup phase and
finally committed once the E2E procedures are complete to avoid acting on the traffic before all the
entities involved agree to the overall procedure.
Once the signalling messages reach the domain borders, the Inter-AS NNI comes into play: each ISP
involved in the inter-domain dialogue might want to hide its internal network information and/or
perform access-control on the passing requests (either if acting as a “passing-through” or as a
“destination” domain). Peering ISPs may then adopt the Internal-NNI protocol and messages to
exchange the service provisioning related information. These messages are therefore subject to
modifications (i.e. mostly mangling, filtering and injection of protocol objects) that largely depend on
the requested service and the ISP openness towards other ISPs.
As soon as the signalling reaches the last platform in the destination domain, the E2E path might be
considered complete.
A reverse path signalling is required to complete the reservation states across the traversed PMs and
Platforms. These reverse signalling messages complete the procedure across all the traversed
reference-points and interfaces up to the CHANGE end-user (for notifying either the success or failure
of the overall procedure).
Given this high-level framework for CHANGE signalling, this section and the overall document
focuses on the Internal-NNI signalling aspects only, because they are key in deploying flows across
CHANGE platforms. The Inter-AS NNI could be assumed to be similar to the Internal-NNI in terms
of semantics and abstract-messages. The Service-UNI could be considered as a common request/reply
exchange pattern for which many state of the art references could be adapted. However, further details
on both Service-NNI and Inter-AS NNI protocols and mechanisms will be included in D4.4.

4.2

Functional components

The Figure 4-1 depicts the main signalling functional components and their logical interconnections at
the control plane level.
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Figure 4-1 High-level CHANGE signalling architecture
The functionalities performed by each block depicted is described in the following paragraphs.

4.2.1

Service Manager

The Service Manager is the entity which processes the service requests received from the Service-UNI
clients and coordinates their composition (e.g. depending on the service type and composition it may
start attracting or redirecting traffic), instantiation and maintenance into the involved platforms
through I-NNI signalling. The Service Manager may propagate management and signalling to other
network domains through the Service Broker via the Inter-AS NNI, when inter-domain flowprocessing actions are involved in the service.

4.2.2

Service Composer

A flow processing service could consist of one or more processing modules (PM) in one or more
platforms.
The service request needs at first to be mapped into specific low-level service profiles indicating the
number of service components required to perform the whole service (e.g. the types of PMs, their
requirements in terms of CPU and RAM requirements, etc.). The distribution of these slices of service
components across the available platforms along the end-to-end path is performed by the Service
Composer. In order to determine the optimum path, this entity should take into account the network
topology and the capabilities and availability of resource on each platform in the domain.
Note that the composition of the requested service in the inter-domain/AS case must be performed in
the visiting domains by their local Service Composer since a domain could perform its slice of the
requested end-to-end service, demanding to the downstream domains the processing of what still
remains in order to fulfil the user request.
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4.2.3

Attraction Manager

The Attraction Manager is the entity which manages the traffic attraction for a network domain and
mainly operates at the routing layer. This entity should perform the attraction from the redirection
points to the platform(s), coordinating its actions with the entity that handles the tunnels setup required
for the flow delivery from platforms to the grafting points (e.g. the last platform or the Tunnel Broker
entity described in section 4.2.4). The coordination of these functionalities is necessary to avoid traffic
loops and to ensure that the traffic attraction is started only at the end of the path setup phase.
Among the three different techniques presented in [3] (i.e. FlowSpec, BGP and DNS) to attract the
traffic towards the involved platforms/PMs, the FlowSpec-based solution seems be the best candidate
for the flow traffic attraction because it provides a finer flow granularity matching any field of the
layer 3 and 4 unlike the other two solutions.

4.2.4

Tunnel Broker

The composition of a service could span PMs located among different platforms. If the involved
platforms are directly connected, it should be sufficient to properly configure a rule on each couple of
platform controllers. This rule maps the ingress port and the egress port of each platform for a specific
flow (identified by a specific FID, as described in sec. 2.2).
As an example, the aforementioned rule could be described with the following relation: fid-in → portin, processing, fid-out → port-out
Nevertheless, two platforms involved in a service could not be directly connected and, depending on
the network configuration a tunnel could be required in order to ensure the end-to-end traffic flow.
According to the information about the network topology knowledge (i.e. full or only partial) two
different techniques could be used for the tunnels management and control.
In the first case (i.e. full knowledge of the network topology), a platform-to-platform tunnel could be
managed directly by the involved platforms. When those complete network information are missing,
the platforms local tunnel management should “delegate” the required setup to a Tunnel Broker (TB)
that could act as a proxy [7].
The TB automatically manages the tunnel creation, modification and deletion requests coming from
the platforms (or from the Service Manager, depending on the service and its composition) in the
distributed model. The requests should contain the following parameters:
The client-side tunnel endpoint
The server-side tunnel endpoint

4.2.5

Service Broker

CHANGE platforms belonging to different AS-es do not exchange signalling messages directly but
proxy them to an entity, the Service Broker (SB), which manages the inter-AS communications,
propagating signalling and management functions between domains.
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Figure 4-2 Service Brokers in CHANGE Domains
The message types exchanged between two SBs may be almost the same as those exchanged through
the Internal-NNI across platforms belonging to the same domain. Nevertheless, there could exist
restricted policies for exporting some information (e.g. topology, flow processing route, etc.) towards
other AS-es, due to privacy and/or scalability issues. For these reasons, the presence of a SB is
required in order to masquerade the required information (that will not be include in the messages)
according to the policies rules/agreements set for each adjacent AS and maintained in a Policy
Enforcement Point.
An example of masqueraded information could be applied with the FPR using the loose source routing
solution. In fact, in the inter-AS case it is reasonable thinking that each AS chooses the platforms that
will be involved in the service in its own domain, but cannot dictates how the remaining service slices
will be composed and performed in other AS-es. The computed loose FPR will contain the exact
internal route and a list of hops indicating one or more AS-es.
In this manner, each SB should request the service instantiation indicating these remaining service
slices. The response from the other SB may contain information about only the “next-hop” platform,
hiding the respective (internal) computed path computed as depicted in the following figure:
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Figure 4-3 Example of the Service Broker behaviour
It is worth noting that the responses from each Service Broker (ref. Figure 4-3) may contain only
partial information about the end-to-end path, e.g. Service Broker C could forward to SB B2 only
information about the next-hop platform PID4 masquerading that PID5 is involved in the service. The
same considerations are valid also for the response from SB B1 to SB A which could do the same as
SB C.

4.2.6

Signalling Manager

The Signalling Manager is the CHANGE platform local entity that implements the I-NNI signalling
between platforms and/or control plane entities. It handles the signalling protocol and relates to the
platform internals depending on the incoming messages contents or platform’s internally generated
events. Therefore, the Signalling Manager:
Manages the Control Channels
Acts as source, sink or propagates signalling messages over its adjacencies
Interacts with the platform local entities (e.g. resourced)
The following figure depicts the CHANGE platform with the signalling entity. Further details on the
Signalling Manager are provided in section 6.
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Figure 4-4 Platform architecture with Signalling Manager
4.2.6.1

Admission Control and Policy Enforcement

Network managers and service providers need to monitor, control, and enforce use of network
resources and services based on policies derived from criteria such as the customer identity, security
considerations, ingress point, time-of-day/week etc.
Also in CHANGE platforms admission control decisions should be policy enforced. The same general
considerations and architectural functional decomposition outlined in RFC 2753 ([38]) could be
applied for policy enforced admission control. In that case, the two main architectural components that
should be introduced are the Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) and the Policy Decision Point (PDP).
The PEP is the component where policy decisions are enforced while the PDP is the entity where
policy decisions are performed. The PDP usually resides at a remote policy server while the PEP is
located into the same network node where AC is being performed. A remotely located PDP may not
be sufficient as it might be necessary to apply local policies (e.g. policies specified in ACLs) in
addition to the policies decisions performed at the remote PDP. In that case a PDP co-located with the
PEP (Local PDP, LPDP) could be used for local decisions while demanding other decisions to the
remote PDP.
By applying the above considerations in the CHANGE signalling context, the platform architecture
should be extended with a PEP and an optional LPDP as depicted in figure Figure 4-5.
The complete specification of the policy enforcement AC infrastructure for CHANGE is not the core
focus of this document and is left for further study. From the signalling protocol point of view, the
opaque transfer of policy related information described in RFC 3520 ([37]) and the general approaches
described in RFC 2753 ([38]) should be sufficient in almost all cases.
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Figure 4-5 Platform components and PDP
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5

Internal NNI messages and procedures

The CHANGE I-NNI identifies the abstract interface between flow processing platforms, belonging to
the same domain. The activities supported across this interface are the following:
Setup, to provision a service flow end-to-end
Deletion, to remove a service flow end-to-end
Modification, to modify some features (e.g. QoS profiles) of a provisioned service flow
Delegation, to delegate some flow processing from a platform to another platform for a
provisioned service flow end-to-end (e.g. load balancing, distributed firewall, etc.)
Notification, to synchronously retrieve or asynchronously receive status information about a
provisioned service flow end-to-end
By combining these basic signalling activities, various procedures could be implemented, e.g.
migration schemes as in a make-before-break approach, discovery propagation along the path etc.
The abstract messages pertaining to the above activities are summarized in the following table:

Activity

Abstract Message

Setup

Service Setup Request

Upstream → Downstream

Service Setup Allocation

Downstream → Upstream

Service Setup Confirmation

Upstream → Downstream

Deletion

Service Deletion Request

Both directions

Service Deletion Response

Both directions

Modification Service Modification Request
Service Modification Response
Delegation

Notification

Direction

Both directions
Both directions

Delegation Request

Downstream → Upstream

Delegation Response

Upstream → Downstream

Notify

Both directions

Notify Acknowledge

Both directions

Table 3 Abstract messages at Internal NNI
In the following chapters the abstract messages are described with a RBNF-like notation (ref.
RFC5511, [16]). The protocol messages and their contents are inspired to the RSVP-TE protocol as
described in RFC3209 ([25]) and subsequent. In fact, there is an analogy between the MPLS tunnels
and the service flows described in this document.
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In this section, message objects (terminal symbols) are described in plain text without constraining the
description to a Type-Length-Value (TLV) specification where unnecessary; TLVs encapsulation
format are described in sec. 5.2
Rules and/or objects are described with their long names and aliased with an upper case short name
where necessary. Transport specific issues may be specified as a description or left unspecified where
obvious, in order to keep the focus on the information exchanges. Sub-messages and objects ordering
is not relevant: an implementation must be prepared to accept objects in any order. Exceptions to this
rule are expressly specified.

5.1

Common Header

Each signalling message consists of a common header, followed by a body consisting of a variable
number of variable-length, typed objects.
The common header format is the following:
0
1
2
3
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
| Vers | Flags| Msg Type
|
Checksum
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
|
TTL
| (Reserved) |
Length
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+

With:
Vers: the protocol version (this document refers to version 1)
Flags: no flag bits have been defined in this specification
Msg Type: encodes the message type (as reported in sections 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8) as
follows:
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Message

Value

Service Setup Request

1

Service Setup Allocation

2

Service Setup Confirmation

3

Service Deletion Request

4

Service Deletion Response

5

Service Modification Request

6

Service Modification Response

7

Delegation Request

8

Delegation Response

9

Notify

10

Notify Acknowledge

11

Table 4 Message types
Checksum: as a 16-bit unsigned integer reporting the one’s complement of the one’s
complement sum of the message. A 0 value means that the checksum is disabled
TTL: provides a time to live value used for limiting the signalling scope and/or detecting
signalling loops among different hops due to misrouting
Length: indicates the total message length, expressed in bytes

5.2

Object Encapsulation Format

Every object encapsulated in a message consists of a 32-bit word header and the object's contents, as
depicted below:
0
1
2
3
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
|
Length
|
Type
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
|
|
~
Value
~
|
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+

With:
Length: a 16 bit unsigned integer containing the total length of the object including the
object's header, measured in bytes
Type: a 16 bit unsigned integer containing the object’s type
Value: the structure and format of the stored value may change depending on the object’s

type
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Objects must be aligned to 32-bit words.
Where possible, the definition of the objects has been done by aligning object formats and types to
similar objects defined in the NSIS protocol (NSIS Signalling Layer Protocol for QoS Signalling, ref.
RFC5974). This approach allows to maximise object re-use in an implementation perspective.
The objects contents and type-codes defined in the remainder of this section might be updated during
the integration and testing activities of the project, based on feedbacks from the validation process.
Any update to the following specification will be provided through the documentation related to the
prototype deliverables D4.4 and D4.5.

5.3

Common parts

In the following sub-chapters the abstract messages common parts are described.

5.3.1

Action List

The sub-message reports the CHANGE platform configuration and it could be briefly summarized as
follows:
<Action List> ::=
<Processing Module Allocations list>
<Processing Module Connections list>
<Processing Module Allocations list> ::=
<Processing Module Allocation> |
( <Processing Module Allocations list>
<Processing Module Allocation> )
<Processing Module Connections list> ::=
<Processing Module Connections> |
( <Processing Module Connections list>
<Processing Module Connections> )

5.3.1.1

Processing Module Allocation

This sub-message reports the following information:
<Processing Module Allocation> ::=
( <FLOW_FILTER> | <FNAME> )
<Processing Modules Allocation list>
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<Processing Modules Allocation list> ::=
<Processing Module Description> |
( <Processing Modules Allocation list>
<Processing Module Description> )
<Processing Module Description> ::=
<PROCESSING_MODULE_ID>
<PROCESSING_MODULE_TAG>
<PROCESSING_TYPE>
<Processing Module Visibility>
<Processing Module Ports list>
<Processing Module Constraints list>
<Processing Module Visibility> ::=
[ <VISIBLE_UPSTREAM> ] [ <VISIBLE_DOWNSTREAM> ]

With:
PROCESSING_MODULE_ID as a string describing a platform local processing module
identifier
PROCESSING_MODULE_TAG as a string referencing
“load_balancer”, “firewall”, “mirror”, “dpi” etc.)

the

module

image

(e.g.

PROCESSING_MODULE_VISIBILITY as an object reporting flags specifying the upstream
and/or downstream visibility
5.3.1.1.1

Processing Module Ports list

This sub-message reports the following information:
<Processing Module Ports list> ::=
( <PORT_ID> <PORT_TYPE> ) |
( <Processing Module Ports list> <PORT_ID> <PORT_TYPE> )

With:
PORT_ID the processing module port identifier described as an Opaque Container Object
PORT_TYPE as an enumerated with “input” and “output” possible values

5.3.1.1.2

Processing Module Constraints list

This sub-message reports the following information:
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<Processing Module Constraints list> ::=
<Processing Module Constraint> |
( <Processing Module Constraints list>
<Processing Module Constraint> )
<Processing Module Constraint> ::=
<Integer Constraint> |
<Float Constraint>

|

…

Defined constraints are the Integer Constraint and Float Constraint. Other constraints may be added
later and are left for further definition.
<Integer Constraint> ::=
<Constraint Name>
<Constraint Value>

With:
Constraint Name as a Variable String Object (e.g. “Memory”)
Constraint Value as an Opaque Container reporting the constraint value
<Float Constraint> ::=
<Constraint Name>
<Constraint Value>

With:
Constraint Name as a Variable String Object (e.g. “Bandwidth”, “CPU”)
Constraint Value as an Opaque Container reporting the constraint value
5.3.1.2

Processing Module Connections

This sub-message reports the following information:
<Processing Module Connections>
<CONNECTION_IDENTIFIER>
<From PM Endpoint> <To PM Endpoint>
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[ <Parameters list> ]
With CONNECTION_IDENTIFIER as an unsigned integer and From PM Endpoint and To PM
Endpoint defined as:
<PM Endpoint> ::= <PM_IDENTIFIER> [ <PM_PORT> ]

With:
PM_IDENTIFIER as a Variable String Object
PM_PORT as a Variable String Object

5.3.2

Address Object (ADDRESS)

The Address Object generally reports the address of an end-point and it is expressed with the
following format:
The Hop object has the following format:

IPv4 Address Object (Type = 0x000C)
0
1
2
3
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
|
IPv4 Address
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+

IPv6 Address Object (Type = 0x000D)
0
1
2
3
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
|
|
+
+
|
|
+
IPv6 Address
+
|
|
+
+
|
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+

5.3.3

Error Specification Object (ERROR_SPEC)

The Error Specification Object reports an error indication with two attributes: an error code and its
optional description. The object has the following format:
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Type = 0x0006 (as per RFC 5974)
0
1
2
3
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
|
Error code
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
|
|
~
Error description
~
|
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+

The error code attribute reports critical information for operating the network while the error
description reports a string of characters representing the error in human readable form.
Error codes could be grouped into classes, e.g. flow processing problems (e.g. a bad PM configuration,
AA errors, etc.), service related problems (e.g. wrong Service Identifier, wrong Session Identifier,
resources allocation errors etc.), protocol errors (e.g. control plane connectivity problems, mismatched
or wrong message exchanges, message routing loops etc.) etc. The exhaustive listing of classes and
error-numbers is left for further allocation.
According to the IETF guidance (ref. RFC2277 [16] and RFC5198 [17]), the error description string
must use UTF-8/Net-Unicode encoding. Furthermore, it is recommended that implementations limit
the strings that they generate to single-line printable US-ASCII whenever feasible, to improve the
likelihood of easy use by the recipient. The content of this field is implementation-specific and it
should be a typically null-terminated and printable string, but might not be shown to all users in all
implementations (because of character set choice). Therefore, the content of the field should be limited
to supplementary information and should not contain information critical to operating the network.

5.3.4

Flow Filter Object (FLOW_FILTER)

A Flow Filter Object is expressed as described in RFC 5575 ([39]).

5.3.5

Flow Name Object (FNAME)

The Flow Name object has the following format:
Type = 0x0012
0
1
2
3
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
|
|
~
Flow Name
~
|
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+

The object value is expressed as a variable length bitmap. Each bit in the flow identification mask is
encoded as follows: 0 à 00, 1 à 01, don’t care à 10 (the 11 code is unspecified).

5.3.6

Flow Processing Route (FPR)

A Flow Processing Route consist of two types of instructions: loose hops and strict hops.
When a loose hop is configured, it identifies one or more transit platform through which the flow must
be routed. The network IGP (or the platform discovery procedure) determines the exact route from the
current platform to the first loose hop, or from one loose hop to the next.
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When a strict hop is configured, it identifies an exact path through which the flow must be routed.
Strict-hop FPROs specify the exact order of the routers through which the messages are sent.
Flow Processing Route Objects (FPROs) limit flow processing to a specified list of platforms. By
default messages follow a path that is determined by the network IGP's shortest path. However, in the
presence of a configured explicit route, the messages follow the path specified.
It is possible to configure loose-hops and strict-hops simultaneously. In this case, the IGP determines
the route between loose hops, and the strict-hop configuration specifies the exact path for particular
flow path segments.
This sub-message reports the following information:
<Flow Processing Route> ::=
<Flags>
<Flow Processing Route Objects list>

With:
Flags as an Opaque Container reporting platform local flags (e.g. a “dummy” indication for
make-before-break related procedures). The HOP_INFO reports the following information:
<Flow Processing Route Objects list> ::=
<Flow Processing Route Object> |
( <Flow Processing Route Objects list>
<Flow Processing Route Object> )

5.3.7

Flow Processing Route Object (FPRO)

The Flow Processing Route Object has the following format:
<Flow Processing Route Object> ::=
[ <LOOSE_HOP> ]
<HOP>
[ <Ingress Bindings> ]
[ <Action List>]
[ <Egress Bindings>]

The Action List in the Flow Processing Route Object may be empty to allow configuring a platform as
a signalling pass-thru without imposing a local configuration.
With:
LOOSE_HOP as a flag indicating that the hop is loose. The hop must be considered strict if the
flag is missing
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<Ingress Binding> ::=
[ [ <Ingress Tunnel Info> ] [ <PORT_ID> ] [ <FLOW_NAME> ] ]
<Ingress Tunnel Info> ::=
<Source Credentials>
<Tunnel info>
<Egress Binding> ::=
[ [ <FLOW_NAME> ] [ <PORT_ID> ] [ <Egress Tunnel Info> ] ]
<Egress Tunnel Info> ::=
<Destination credentials>
<Tunnel info>
<Tunnel info> ::=
( <MPLS Tunnel info>

|

<IP-in-IP Tunnel info> |
<IPSec Tunnel info>

|

… )

5.3.8

Hop Object (HOP)

The Hop Object contains the node that sent the message and is referred as a PHOP (Previous HOP)
object for a downstream message or as a NHOP (Next HOP) for an upstream message.
The Hop object has the following format:
IPv4 Hop Object (Type = Type = 0x000E)
0
1
2
3
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
|
IPv4 Next/Previous Hop Address
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+

IPv6 Hop Object (Type = 0x000F)
0
1
2
3
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
|
|
+
+
|
|
+
IPv6 Next/Previous Hop Address
+
|
|
+
+
|
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
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This object carries the IP address of the interface through which the last knowledgeable hop forwarded
this message.

5.3.9

Integrity Object (INTEGRITY)

Security may be implemented through the insertion of an Integrity Object. The information within the
Integrity Object allows the receiver to validate, on a hop-by-hop basis, the integrity of the message
sent by the sender. Procedures and format of the Integrity Object described in RFC2747 for the RSVP
protocol apply to the CHANGE signalling protocol and are not replicated.

5.3.10

Message Identifier Object (MESSAGE_ID)

The Message Identifier object has the following format:
Type = 0x0009 (as per RFC 5974)
0
1
2
3
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
|
Value
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+

Message identification (and acknowledgment) is performed on a per hop basis and the message
identifier must be unique on a per object generator's IP address basis.

5.3.11

Notify Request Object (NOTIFY_REQ)

The Notify Request object is used to request the generation of notifications (i.e. request sending a
Notify message). Notifications can be requested on both the upstream and downstream directions.
The format of the Notify Request object is the following:

IPv4 Notify Request object (Type = 0x0010)
0
1
2
3
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
|
IPv4 Notify Node address
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+

IPv6 Notify Request object (Type = 0x0011)
0
1
2
3
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
|
|
+
+
|
|
+
IPv6 Notify Node Address
+
|
|
+
+
|
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+

The IPv4 and IPv6 Notify Node Addresses report the node that should be notified when generating the
corresponding Notify Message.
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5.3.12

Opaque Container Object (OPAQUE)

The Opaque Container object has the following format:
Type = 0x0012
0
1
2
3
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
|
|
~
Value
~
|
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+

The Opaque Container is a completely transparent object to the signalling mechanism and is
forwarded unchanged without further inspection. The object’s value representation is application
specific.

5.3.13

Parameters List (PARMS)

The Parameters List sub-message reports a list of key / value pairs:
<Parameters List> ::=
<Parameter> | ( <Parameters List> <Parameter> )
<Parameter> ::= <KEY> [ <VALUE> ]

With:
KEY as a Variable String Object
VALUE as a Variable String Object

The VALUE may be omitted, indicating that KEY is associated to an undefined value.

5.3.14

Platform Identifier Object (PLATFORM_ID)

The Platform Identifier Object is defined as a Variable String Object. The encoding is left for further
definition.

5.3.15

Policy Information Object (POLICY_INFO)

The Policy Information Object reports policy related information that are opaquely transported by the
signalling protocol, as described in sec. 4.2.6.1. The Policy Information Object may be represented
with the following format, the complete specification of the Policy Rule Object is left for further
study.
<Policy Information> ::=
<TIME_OBJECT>
<Policy Rules>
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With:
START_TIME and END_TIME reporting the start and end time the service reservation lasts
<Policy Rules> ::=
<Policy Rule> |
( <Policy Rules> <Policy Rule> )

5.3.16

Processing Type Object (PROCESSING_TYPE)

The Processing Type object reports the set of possible processing types, as indicated in [1]. The
Processing Type Object has the following format:
Type = 0x0013
0
1
2
3
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
| Proc-type |
padding
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+

With Proc-type bits encoded as in the following table:

Processing type

Encoding

READ

0x01

REROUTE

0x02

MODIFY

0x04

REDIRECT

0x08

FILTER

0x10

ORIGINATE

0x20

Table 5 Processing types encoding

5.3.17

Service Identifier Object (SERVICE_ID)

The Service Identifier Object structure has the following format:
Type = 0x0014
0
1
2
3
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
|
Service Identifier
|
|
(Global part)
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
|
Service Identifier
|
|
(Local part)
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
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The Service Identifier Object is composed of a global and a local part. The global part will be
managed by a central authority while the local part will be left to managed by each AS involved in the
service.

5.3.18

Service Information (SERVICE_INFO)

The Service Information sub-message reports service related information:
<SERVICE_INFO> ::=
[ <POLICY_INFO> ]
<SRC_ADDR> <DST_ADDR>

With:
SRC_ADDR and DST_ADDR the source and destination addresses represented as Address
Objects

5.3.19

Session Identifier Object (SESSION_ID)

The Session Identifier Object has the following format:
Type = 0x0007 (as per RFC 5974)
0
1
2
3
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
|
Session Identifier
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+

The Session Identifier value is expressed as a 32 bit unsigned integer. The scope of a Session Identifier
is limited to a particular Service Identifier. The Session Identifier may be assumed as a sort of
multiplexing number that allows multiple signalling procedures over the same service (e.g. in order to
perform make-before-break like procedures as described in [25]).

5.3.20

Time Range Object (TIME_RANGE)

The Time Range Object represents a time interval and has the following format:
Type = 0x0015
0
1
2
3
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
|
Start
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
|
Duration
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
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With:
Start: a 32-bit unsigned number specifying the interval start time. It is expressed in seconds
elapsed from 0h on 1 January 1970 and it is compliant with the IETF Network Time Protocol
(NTP) reduced timestamp format as described in RFC 5905 ([40]). A null start time (i.e. 0)
has to be used for an immediate start.
Duration: a 32-bit unsigned number specifying the interval duration, expressed in seconds.
The duration is a value that must be added to the start time parameter in order to retrieve the
exact time the time-interval ends. A null value (i.e. 0) has to be used for infinite (long-term)
duration to be explicitly released.

5.3.21

Variable String Object

The Variable String Object has the following format:
Type = 0x0016
0
1
2
3
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+
|
|
~
String
~
|
|
+-------------+-------------+-------------+-------------+

The Variable String object embeds the representation of a string. According to the IETF guidance (ref.
RFC2277 [16] and RFC5198 [17]), the string must use UTF-8/Net-Unicode encoding.

5.4

Setup

It is possible to setup a service by I-NNI signalling, identified by the means of its Service identifier
(and the optional Session Identifier). The service setup is composed by the Service Setup Request,
Service Setup Allocation and Service Setup Confirmation messages4, exchanged as in the following
figure:

4

The number of signalling passes could be reduced if the upstream-on-demand bindings distribution (2 passes)
is preferred over the downstream-on-demand distribution (3 passes)
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Figure 5-1 Setup messages exchange example
The most relevant information contained inside these messages is the Flow Processing Route which
describes each hop (i.e. platform) configuration, local decisions and represents the bindings required to
establish the end-to-end service.
Each hop, as part of processing the setup messages, looks into the Flow Processing Route and upon
determining that it is already in the list declares that a forwarding loop exists, stops the procedure and
signal to the originator of the message an error. A signalling procedure is loop-free if the downstream
nodes receive Allocation messages or the upstream nodes receive Confirmation messages without
routing loops. Platforms may find other errors while processing a Setup Request or Setup Allocation
message, e.g. the sender may not have provided the required identification or may not be allowed to
submit a request during that time of the day. In such cases all the low level operations performed
during service instantiation on each platform have to be reverted and an error indication must be sent
back to the node that started the signalling.

5.4.1

Service Setup Request

A Service Setup Request message signals the start of a service setup phase. This message reports the
following information:
<Service Setup Request> ::=
<Common Header> [ <INTEGRITY> ]
<SERVICE_ID> [ <SESSION_ID> ]
<SERVICE_INFO>
<USER_CREDS>
<HOP>
<Flow Processing Route>

With:
HOP reporting the hop that sent this message
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The pair SERVICE_INFO and SERVICE_ID reports a binding that each platform along the
signalling path must store, in order to retrieve service related information from the
SERVICE_ID during subsequent messages exchanges
USER_CREDS the user credentials to be used for the service instauration
Flow Processing Route reports actions and bindings that must be set hop-by-hop
A Service Setup Request may be rejected on a platform (e.g. because there are not sufficient resources
to meet the service requests). In that case, the message propagation towards the tail end stops and a
Service Setup Allocation with an Error Specification must be sent towards the platform that generated
the corresponding Service Setup Request message.
The Flow Processing Route contained in the Service Setup Request may report partial bindings that
must be completed by the Service Setup Allocation.

5.4.2

Service Setup Allocation

A Service Setup Allocation indicates a response to a Service Setup Request, sent towards the head-end
platform that initiated the setup procedure. The message reports the following information:
<Service Setup Allocation> ::=
<Common Header> [ <INTEGRITY> ]
<SERVICE_ID> [ <SESSION_ID> ]
<HOP>
( <ERROR_SPEC> | <Flow Processing Route> )

With:
HOP reporting the hop that sent this message

A Service Setup Allocation may be rejected on a platform (e.g. a bad binding specification, because
there are not sufficient resources to meet the service requests etc.). In that case, the Service Setup
Allocation propagation towards the platform that generated the corresponding Service Setup Request
continues but the message is embedded with an Error Specification that signals the setup failure to the
visiting platforms. A Notify message towards the tail-end platforms will be generated in order to
indicate the failure in the opposite direction. In both directions, all the actions eventually performed
(e.g. resources locking, low level setups etc.) since the reception of the Service Setup Request must be
reverted.
The Flow Processing Route contained in the Service Setup Allocation must complete the possibly
partial bindings received in the corresponding Service Setup Request.

5.4.3

Service Setup Confirmation

A Service Setup Confirmation completes the service setup procedure. The message reports the
following information:
<Service Setup Confirmation> ::=
<Common Header> [ <INTEGRITY> ]
<SERVICE_ID> [ <SESSION_ID> ]
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<HOP>
[ <NOTIFY_REQ> ]

With:
HOP reporting the hop that sent this message
NOTIFY_REQ as an optional flag that may be specified in order to request to the tail end node
the generation of a Notify message as an acknowledge about the Service Setup Confirm
reception, in that case the Notify message should not report an ACK_REQUIRED flag.

5.5

Deletion

It is possible to delete an existing service if established by I-NNI signalling, identified by the means of
its Service identifier (and the optional Session Identifier).
A service deletion procedure is composed of two messages exchanges: Service Deletion Request and
Service Deletion Response. The procedure is initiated by the head-end or the tail-end platform with the
Service Deletion Request message and its completion is signalled to the initiator by the reception of
the Service Deletion Response message.
Since the deletion related procedures inside a platform (e.g. resources release) may be implementation
and/or service specific, the implementation can choose to perform them as soon as it receives a
Service Deletion Request or during the propagation of the Service Deletion Response.
The detection of an unrecoverable error must cause the propagation of a Service Deletion Response
with an error indication towards the platform that initiated the procedure.
A messages exchange example is depicted in the following figure:

Figure 5-2 Deletion messages exchange example
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5.5.1

Service Deletion Request

The message reports the following information:
<Service Deletion Request> ::=
<Common Header> [ <INTEGRITY> ]
<SERVICE_ID> [ <SESSION_ID> ]
<HOP>

With:
HOP reporting the previous hop that sent this message

5.5.2

Service Deletion Response

The message reports the following information:
<Service Deletion Response> ::=
<Common Header> [ <INTEGRITY> ]
<SERVICE_ID> [ <SESSION_ID> ]
<HOP>
[ <ERROR_SPEC> ]

With:
HOP reporting the previous hop that sent this message

5.6

Modification

The protocol allows the modification of an existing service if established by I-NNI signalling,
identified by the means of its Service identifier (and the optional Session Identifier).
A service modification procedure is composed of two messages exchanges: Service Modification
Request and Service Modification Response. The procedure is initiated by the head-end or the tail-end
platform with the Service Modification Request message and its completion is signalled to the initiator
by the reception of the Service Modification Response message.
Service modification procedures are not the primary focus of the first CHANGE release and are left
for further detailed specification.

5.6.1

Service Modification Request

The message reports the following information:
<Service Modification Request> ::=
<Common Header> [ <INTEGRITY> ]
<SERVICE_ID> [ <SESSION_ID> ]
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<HOP>
<Flow Processing Route>

With:
HOP reporting the previous hop that sent this message

5.6.2

Service Modification Response

The message reports the following information:
<Service Modification Response> ::=
<Common Header> [ <INTEGRITY> ]
<SERVICE_ID> [ <SESSION_ID> ]
<HOP>
( <ERROR_SPEC> | <Flow Processing Route> )
With:
HOP reporting the previous hop that sent this message

5.7

Delegation

In some cases it could be necessary to delegate some flow processing from a platform to platform, e.g.
to reduce one or more platforms load or to install filtering rules in a platform closer to the flow source
in a distributed firewall. In these cases, an on-path platform cannot instantiate upstream filters if it has
not been delegated before (from the flow destination) because the upstream processing instantiation is
not allowed by the flow processing principles described in [1].
In order to delegate processing, the flow destination or a downstream platform must explicitly sign a
certificate indicating the delegated entity’s address, the types of processing allowed and the expiration
time. The delegation process is performed using the Delegation Request and Delegation Response
messages following.
A delegation procedure is composed of two messages exchanges: Delegation Request and Delegation
Response. The procedure is initiated with the Delegation Request message and its completion is
signalled to the initiator by the reception of the Delegation Response message.
A message exchange example is depicted in the following figure:
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Figure 5-3 Delegation messages exchange example

5.7.1

Delegation Entry

This abstract sub-message reports the following information:
<Delegation entry> ::=
<POLICY_INFO>
<PROCESSING>
<Source Endpoint>
<Destination Endpoint>

With:
Source Endpoint as an Address Object
Destination Endpoint as an Address Object

5.7.2

Delegation Request

The abstract message reports the following information:
<Delegation Request> ::=
<Common Header> [ <INTEGRITY> ]
[ <SERVICE_ID> [ <SESSION_ID> ] ]
<HOP>
<Delegation Request list>
<Delegation Request entry> ::=
© CHANGE Consortium 2012
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[ <DELEGATION_IDENTIFIER> ] <Delegation entry>
<Delegation Request list> ::=
( <Delegation Request entry> |
<Delegation Request list> <Delegation Request entry> )

5.7.3

Delegation Response

The abstract message reports the following information:
<Delegation Response> ::=
<Common Header> [ <INTEGRITY> ]
[ <SERVICE_ID> [ <SESSION_ID> ] ]
<HOP>
<Delegation Response list>
<Delegation Response entry> ::=
( <DELEGATION_IDENTIFIER> | <Delegation entry> ) |
<ERROR_SPEC>
<Delegation Response list> ::=
( <Delegation Response entry> |
<Delegation Response list> <Delegation Response entry>)

5.8

Notification

A platform is allowed to autonomously send a notification to another platform using the Notify
message. The information contained into the Notify message is opaque to the signalling protocol,
therefore the Notify message may be embedded with status related events, periodic monitoring
information, asynchronously generated events etc.
The Notify sender may explicitly request a reception acknowledgement, in that case the Notify
Acknowledge message must be generated from the receiver.
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Figure 5-4 Notify messages exchange example

5.8.1

Notify message

The abstract message reports the following information:
<Notify> ::=
<Common Header> [ <INTEGRITY> ]
[ <SERVICE_ID> [ <SESSION_ID> ] ]
<HOP>
<PLATFORM_ID>
<MESSAGE_ID>
[ <ACK_REQUIRED>]
[ <OPAQUE> ]

With:
ACK_REQUIRED as a flag indicating that this Notify message requires a reception
acknowledgement, by the means of the Notify Acknowledge message
PLATFORM_ID as the destination of this Notification message

5.8.2

Notify Acknowledge message

The abstract message reports the following information:
<Notify Acknowledge> ::=
<Common Header> [ <INTEGRITY> ]
<HOP>
<Notify list>
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<Notify list> ::=
<Notify Acknowledge entry> |
( <Notify list> <Notify Acknowledge Entry> )
<Notify Acknowledge entry> ::=
[ <SERVICE_ID> [ <SESSION_ID> ] ]
<MESSAGE_ID>
[ <OPAQUE> ]

A Notify Acknowledge may be used to bundle a set of acknowledgements. For each acknowledge, the
value of the MESSAGE_ID object is copied from the corresponding Notify message.
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6

Signalling Manager details

6.1

General architecture

The Signalling Manager is CHANGE platform local entity, mainly composed by two software
modules: the signald and the Adaptation Logic. The signald is the platform daemon that interfaces
with the control plane, handles the CCs and the signalling protocol and translates the control
information to/from the Adaptation Logic. The Adaptation Logic is a software module that lies
between the signald and the resourced daemons and transforms or adapts signalling information into
platform actions (i.e. resourced calls) and platform generated events into appropriate signalling
messages.
The following figure depicts the CHANGE platform architecture w.r.t the Signalling Manager:

Figure 6-1 CHANGE platform with Signalling Manager

6.2

Control Channel Management

Control Channel management is used to establish and maintain CCs between adjacent platforms. The
signalling message exchanges between adjacencies require that a pair of platforms have at least one
active bi-directional CC between them. A signalling adjacency is formed between two platforms when
at least one bi-directional CC is established between them.
Multiple CCs may be active simultaneously for each adjacency, one or more active control channels
may be grouped into a logical control channel (e.g. for fault management purposes). In that case, the
concepts and procedures described in RFC 4204 ([31]) could be applied.
In the current release the CC is implemented through standard IP tunnelling technologies, possibly
also with security features (i.e. IPsec tunnels). The tunnel far-end may be discovered with the facilities
described in [3] and [4].
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6.2.1

CC FSM

A Control Channel can assume one of the states described below:
Init: This is the initial state, a CC assume this state once created. In this state, no attempt is
being made to bring the channel up and no messages are sent
Down: In this state no messages are sent over the channel, the FSM does not transition into the
up state until the evOK event is received
Up: The CC is in its full operational state and messages can be sent over the channel
Failed: The CC got unrecoverable errors from the underlying transport and all operations must
be stopped. The CC must be destroyed and re-initialized.
Adown: A CC may go into this state by administrative action. A CC is in this behaves as in
the Down state.
Control Channel related events are generated by the underlying protocols and/or software modules, as
well as by the packet processing routines and administrative actions. A description of possible
transitioning events is the following:
evConfig: This event indicates that the CC has been configured
evOK: The CC can be used to send/receive messages
evError: The event indicates an underlying recoverable transport error
evFailure: The event indicates an underlying transport unrecoverable failure
evFAdmDis: The event indicates that the channel has been disabled by administrative action
evFAdmEna: The event indicates that the channel has been enabled by administrative action
The following figure illustrates the CC operation in a form of FSM state transition diagram:
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Figure 6-2 CC FSM

6.3

Protocol FSM

The following figure illustrates operation of the signalling protocol in a form of FSM state transition
diagram:
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Figure 6-3 Protocol FSM
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Where:
Idle: Idle state transits to MsgRecv state upon receiving a message
MsgRecv: In this state, checks for message consistency (e.g. common header related checks such
as verifying the message type etc.) and integrity (if the Integrity Object is present) are performed
and the policy rules enforced (depending on the presence of the Policy Information Object). Once
all checks pass, the FSM transits to the appropriate “handling” state depending on the type of
message received. The message/state binding is reported in the following table:

Message

State

Service Setup Request

SSR

Service Setup Allocation

SSA

Service Setup Confirmation

SSC

Modify Request

MReq

Modify Response

MResp

Delegation Request

DReq

Delegation Response

DResp

Notify

N

NotifyAcknowledge

NAck

Table 6 Message type / FSM state

6.4

Flow Processing Route information

A flow processing composition may fail to deliver traffic and that failure may not be detected by the
control plane. In such cases there is the need to provide a mechanism that enables users, administrators
and other authorized entities to detect such misconfiguration/misrouting and isolate faults.
That mechanism could be modelled after the ping/traceroute paradigm and the basic idea could be
expressed as recording the decisions taken along the “visited” platforms while signalling a service
activity (e.g. Setup or Modification) and presenting that information upon request.
These information are stored into protocol data structures and updated as signalling messages pass by
each platform in both directions (e.g. upstream to downstream and downstream to upstream as in
Service Setup Request, Service Setup Allocation and Service Setup Confirmation messages). These
structures report the end-to-end flow processing gathered from the Flow Processing Routes analysis.
It is worth noting that their contents could be partial, reflecting the service policies and processing
upstream/downstream visibility applied by the next/previous hops.
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Appendix I
Flow
examples

identification,

merging

and

splitting

In this appendix examples of flow naming, merging and splitting operations are described using the
procedures detailed in sec. 5.

I.1

Flow merging

In this example the signalling procedures involved in the following use-case steps are described:
1. “all the IPv4 traffic originating from host 192.168.0.1 towards destination network 10.0.0.0/8
has to be counted in its IP packets” (flow #1)
2. “add to the previous service the flow originating from 192.168.1.1 towards the network
10.0.0.0/8” (flow #2)
For simplicity purposes we assume that:
The platform A will be managing the service
Platform A is on-path for both flows #1 and #2
For the flow identification, on the remainder of this section, the character ‘*’ should be read as “don’t
care”.
0

1

2

3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|Version|

IHL

|Type of Service|

Total Length

|

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|

Identification

|Flags|

Fragment Offset

|

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|

Time to Live |

Protocol

|

Header Checksum

|

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|

Source Address

|

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|

Destination Address

|

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
~

|
Options and padding

|

|
|

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 6-4 IPv4 header
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Flow #1 identification mask is:
0

1

2

3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|0 1 0 1|0 1 0 1|* * * * * * * *|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|* * *|* * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|* * * * * * * *|* * * * * * * *|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 6-5 Flow #1 identification mask
Flow #2 identification mask is:
0

1

2

3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|0 1 0 1|0 1 0 1|* * * * * * * *|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|* * *|* * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|* * * * * * * *|* * * * * * * *|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 6-6 Flow #2 identification mask

The flows from both host 192.168.0.2 and 192.168.0.1 towards 10.0.0/8, are identified with the
following mask:
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0

1

2

3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|0 1 0 1|0 1 0 1|* * * * * * * *|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|* * *|* * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|* * * * * * * *|* * * * * * * *|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 6-7 Flow #3 identification mask

The relevant parts of the Internal-NNI signalling procedures are:
1. Service setup for flow #1:
a. Service Setup Request
i. Service ID = 1
ii. FNAME = Flow #1 identification mask
iii. The FPR contains only one hop (platform A)
1. The only PM instantiated will perform the IPv4 packets counting
b. Service Setup Allocation
i. Service ID = 1
c. Service Setup Confirmation
i. Service ID = 1
2. Service modification for flow #1 and #2 merging:
a. Service Modification Request
i. Service ID = 1
ii. FNAME = Flow #3 identification mask
iii. The FPR will be the same as in 1.a.iii
b. Service Modification Response

I.2

Flow splitting

In this example the signalling procedures involved in the following use-case steps are described:
1. “count all the incoming IPv4 traffic from host 192.168.0.1 on platform A” (flow #1)
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2.

“redirect all the outgoing UDP traffic matching destination port 2555 from platform A
towards platform D1 for …” (flow #2)

3. “redirect all the outgoing UDP traffic matching destination port 3555 from platform A
towards platform D2 for …” (flow #3)
For simplicity purposes we assume that:
The platform A is on-path
The flow processing performed on both platform D1 and D2 is not relevant
The incoming IPv4 traffic on platform A is identified with the following mask:
0

1

2

3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|0 1 0 1|0 1 0 1|* * * * * * * *|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|* * *|* * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|* * * * * * * *|* * * * * * * *|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 6-8 Flow #1 identification mask
The incoming IPv4 traffic on platform D1 is identified with the following mask:
0

1

2

3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|0 1 0 1|0 1 0 1|* * * * * * * *|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|* * *|* * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|* * * * * * * *|* * * * * * * *|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 6-9 Flow #2 identification mask
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The incoming IPv4 traffic on platform D2 is identified with the following mask:
0

1

2

3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|0 1 0 1|0 1 0 1|* * * * * * * *|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|* * *|* * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|* * * * * * * *|* * * * * * * *|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 6-10 Flow #3 identification mask

The relevant parts of the Internal-NNI signalling procedures are:
1. Service setup for flow #1:
a. Service Setup Request
i. Service ID = 1, Session ID = 1
ii. FNAME = Flow #1 identification mask
iii. The FPR contains only one hop (platform A)
1. The only PM instantiated will perform the IPv4 packets counting
b. Service Setup Allocation
i. Service ID = 1, Session ID = 1
c. Service Setup Confirmation
i. Service ID = 1, Session ID = 1
2. Service setup for flow #2:
a. Service Setup Request
i. Service ID = 1, Session ID = 2
ii. FNAME = Flow #2 identification mask
iv. The FPR contains the FPR Objects for both platform A (the same contents as
in 1.a.iii.1) and Platform D1 (new) processing
b. Service Setup Allocation
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i. Service ID = 1, Session ID = 2
c. Service Setup Confirmation
i. Service ID = 1, Session ID = 2
3. Service setup for flow #3:
a. Service Setup Request
i. Service ID = 1, Session ID = 3
ii. FNAME = Flow #3 identification mask
iii. The FPR contains the FPR Objects for both platform A (the same contents as
in 1.a.iii.1) and Platform D2 (new) processing
b. Service Setup Allocation
i. Service ID = 1, Session ID = 3
c. Service Setup Confirmation
i. Service ID = 1, Session ID = 3

© CHANGE Consortium 2012
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